
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of delivery engineer. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for delivery engineer

Co-ordinate works within the track team ensuring all staging works are robust
and compliant in the engineering /construction processes and standards
required by NR and BBRS contract benefit of the overall Thameslink KO2
Project
Ensure that the projects are planned and delivered to high engineering
standard and are fully compliant to enable delivery and timely hand back well
within requirements and expectations
Minimum Degree/HND Civil Engineering or equivalent, extensive on-site
delivery experience with excellent knowledge of P-Way design, 3D surveying
and setting out
Up-to-date knowledge of plant and equipment, proficient knowledge of
project planning and knowledge of ISO quality systems
Experience in design software (Design Route & Excel Hallade Design
Template), 3D control software
Serving as a core member of Employee Solutions Agile delivery team that
designs and develops software applications
Develop Applications that will drive employee digital experience while
increasing productivity
Perform hands-on architecture, design, development, and testing, including
conducting code reviews and testing in ongoing sprints
Drive the mobile first design, architecture and development of apps that are
efficient, secure, highly available, and supportable with good diagnostic and
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Qualifications for delivery engineer

Operating Systems including Windows, Red Hat Linux, and AIX
Strong communication skills, both oral and written ability to present to the
senior leadership team
Understanding of, and ideally experience with, the principles behind DevOps,
Continuous Delivery, Agile, Lean, Kanban
Strong understanding of scripting and deployment automation, ideally Build
Forge or uDeploy (similar tools, such as Chef, Puppet)
Good understanding of infrastructure architectural activities by applying
select architectural techniques and technical knowledge
Understanding of reporting and analysis


